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‘Shike’
We are delighted to have permission to share some more personal details about
the man awarded the title ‘Shike’, an honorary and dynastic title, by the school
Koden ENSHINRYU Honmon ENSHINRYU-BUJUTSU. (Venice, April
2005.) This is a title seldom awarded to anyone from the western world, highlighting the unique qualities of Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti – the Federation
President for 40 years and Iemoto Kaigi.
Shike was born 16th April 1941, to the beautiful, but quite strict Arnalda
Bertolucci, and father, the very handsome Alberico Bertoletti, from whom he
has inherited his warm, fun side - both pictured below. The Bertoletti name, of
which he is very proud, dates back as far as 1089.

The very cute picture of the young boy is the young
Spartaco’s first communion wearing his cadet uniform.
Arnalda was very keen for Spartaco to take up dancing - but Spartaco was not
so keen! And so in order to appease her desire for him to take up some kind of
hobby or sport - he entered into Graeco-Roman wrestling, aged 12 and fencing
(foil).
He admits himself he always was highly competitive in his nature.
This style of wrestling forbids holds below the waist and so relies heavily on
throws & uses arm drags, bear hugs and headlocks. This served as a great
grounding to prepare Spartaco for his later career in Martial Arts. One of his
old wrestling masters became ‘CT’ for the National Competitions at the time.
He started practicing karate Shokukai, that was to develop
into Sankudo and Sankukai with Master Jean Michael Baroche, one of the first
black belt students of Master Yoshinao Nanbu in 1961.
He also practiced judo and kendo, but in particular ju jitsu - of the Japanese
origin Yoshin Ryu. He also practiced Shotokan in the school of Master Hiroshi
Shirai (yudanshakai) and Masaru Miura, and Shito with S Shihan Ogasahara
Eiji
(Kenshukai).
In 1976, with the foundation of the WJJF (World Ju Jitsu Federation) along
with Soke Robert Clark, he started his long trips to Japan and he joined the
school Hontai of Saburo Masanori Minaki, 17th Patriarch, thanks to the presentation of S Shihan Eiji Ogasahara, where he remained until Soke Minaki’s
death
(1986).
He received the 7th dan Kyoshi in 1984 by the same Master Sabuno Minaki,
with whom also Soke Fumon Tanaka (Nippon Koden Kobudo) trained in secrecy.
In 1997, he earned
his 8th degree by
Soke/Sosai Kunio
Tatsuno of the
Sheshinkai of Osaka.
In 2004, President
Paul
Hoglund
(President of JJIF,
Ju-Jitsu Interna1

tional Federation) issued him with the 9th dan.
In April 2005 (Venice) he was greatly humbled to receive the amazing honour
of the title ‘5th Shike’ which has come to be how he is known to all.
Following the death of his partner and great companion of 40 years, he took on
the mantle of striving to maintain the legacy that he and Soke Clark had built.
This is surely a ‘poisoned chalice’. A man of his reputation, at a point in his life
when he could sit back and enjoy the fruits of his success – starting afresh to reunite the Federation groups, give them a new figurehead and strive to develop
the World organisations in a manner that he and Soke Clark had always
dreamed of. All international contracts and planning for worldwide events and
organisational development transferred to the Milan headquarters, abley administered in a highly professional manner by the very efficient Natascia Argia
Bertoletti, a long-standing member of the Federation and Vice-President for
WJJF-WJJKO Italy.
This lifetime of our Shike’s achievements culminated in the successful ruby celebration of the 40th Anniversary, in Rome. An amazing extravaganza of an
event – with participation from countries all over the world, training in harmony at the Olympic stadium – celebrating in comradeship at a fun themed Roman night and rewarding the work of the key players within the organisation at
a dignified Gala dinner and Awards ceremony. It was at this dinner that Shike
received the honorary degree of 10th Dan from Esteban Keleman and Soke Auvo Niiniketo, Finland. Shike reluctantly and humbley received this honour, on
behalf of the work undertaken by, both his comrade (posthumously), and himself over the forty long years.
This momentous
event was made
possible by the
professional teamwork carried out
by Shike Bertoletti
and Susheyki Stefano Draghi &
team of Senior instructors, along
with the ‘Bertoletti
team’ - Shike’s
daughters Tanya,
Katia and Natascia
(also International General Secretary) – a formidable group of women – showing their depth of support and commitment to their father’s aims. All have inherited his tremendous work ethos and a passion for people that reinforces any
work they carry out.
The 4th picture I’ve included is of Shike Bertoletti receiving his second degree
in 1990 H.C. Francesco Petrarca University California States – USA. This
serves to depict that Shike has a combination of skills that blend beautifully for
the roles he has undertaken over the years. Highly educated and a talented
writer he is known often primarily throughout the sporting world for his journalistic talents – this does not in any way diminish his prowess as a martial
artist in his own right! If he were to publish his own accolades and talents –
surely he would be criticised for being egotistical! This is where he is in a very
difficult position – through jealousy and spite, the unfortunate side of the human nature means he, and others in such an elevated and privileged position,
can often become the target for those who would wish to have his place. However like the story of the ‘Sword of Damocles’, I would assert that no-one would
be able to sustain this role so effectively as Shike has managed to, and for such a
long period of time. He makes it look easy – to look so wonderful and be so fit
and strong in spite of everything! - but do not be deceived that there have been
many sacrifices along the way.
Shike ‘Spartaco’ is a charismatic and very able negotiator, an excellent commu-
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nicator in 4 languages and perhaps a little more. This has no
doubt been largely why relationships have been so strong in
countries all over the world.
With our Soke Clark also being
such a charismatic man and a
front man or ‘show man’ - Shike
was happy to take a more secondary role, building foundations and working avidly in the
background – taking none of the ‘fame’. However it goes without saying the
massive impact that Shike’s martial art lineage and his tenacity for building
strong and committed relationships has had on the progression of our Federation to what it is today. Credit must also be given for a man who wished to remain outside of ‘the limelight’ – stepping in to fulfil a ‘figurehead role’ which ultimately puts hims directly in the firing line. Lucky he has helped to build one
of the finest ‘armies’ in the world who are there to assist him in all of his work.
Finally I have chosen to show some of the wonderful images of Shike in the present, at work with some of our members, in his role with the Robert Clark
Foundation. Indeed Shike Bertoletti maintains his high level of dedication and
concern for our students & continues to work tirelessly and it appears effortlessly all over the world!

Never too busy to stop and make
a young child feel special.

Presenting an honorary Blackbelt to James Bleakney.
And then, of course, the final photograph which needs no clarification - pictured with one of our Co-Chairmen, and his personal student, Stefano Draghi Shike is being embraced by his lifelong friend and partner, the inimitable Soke
Robert Clark. A story of which you will all be able to read in Shike’s book ’40
years’ – soon to be released in English translation. If you haven’t already – please
make the time to book yourself on one of the exciting opportunities to train
with our Shike – please see attached promo

for upcoming course in Gaeta. Shike has a
unique style – a wealth of knowledge to impart and those of our students who have
2

had the benefit of learning from him have the highest of recommendations for
his teachings.
Anne Toney,WJJF Ireland.

Bali the island of gods
The adventure is continuing
Towards our 41°year
Bali Denpasar and return !
It seems easy to say, but the organization of travel like this
condensed into a few days, is
not an easy challenge!
I promised Shihan Steve Pritlove and Sofjan Hanbali to
come back to Indonesia to sign
the development of the Indonesian Archipelago.
“Every promise is a debt ” and
so step by step after a flight of
almost 15 hours to Bali, immediately another one to Denpasar.
It is wonderful to be welcomed
with a great party in the large
government palace from the
Holland era.
Yes there were Steve Pritlove
and his partners, the Sofjan
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Hanbali’s family in primis.
A lot of participants, love and more than this - harmony.
The meeting with Shihan Touneo Sengoku (judo/kata) and overall the unexpected visit of
Stephen Chee from Singapore is another step of success signed by Wjjf/Wjjko
1976, and wanted by Soke Robert Clark /Gsb
Here in Bali we are already working for a “Convention” for 2018/2019 where
the following countries will participate: Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia with
the support of the Australia group of So Shihan Peter Pace.
And, by contrast, here in Europe, we are collecting a lot of papers in order to
secure our historical “logo”, the others are teaching us the “way ” of harmony.
Indonesia Raja, “ Great Indonesia”.

thorities of the country junior and senior for
the qualifications for the Worldly Championship in Budapest (8 August – 3 September)
Australians, Kasaki, Indians etc… the surprise was the delegation from Singapore
headed by Stephen Chee 7° dan Wjjf/Wjjko
1976 recognized by the Judo Federation of
Singapore in 2017.
About Shihan Chee, we have talked many
times because of his flexibility in the practice
of martial arts: ju jitsu, judo, karate and
kobudo.
Actually he should not have had to come to
Bali, but seen the presence of Gsb he wanted to greet his friend of work of
more than half a century
The meeting with Shihan Steve Pritlove and Stephen Chee opened a new
way for the life of our Federation in the land of Australasia
Our two Shihan Steve Pritlove and Stephen Chee have already decided for a
meeting in order to study some new proposals of more significant cooperation
in the archipelago.
In November (4-5) Shihan Steve Pritlove will go to Australia for the Congress
Wjjf/Wjjko 1976 proposed by so shihan Peter Pace
For the usual “Giona” this is the message : “we go on and sorry… full sail
ahead”.
From Shike Iemoto Kaiji GSB

Ati Ati, attention!
Also Shihan Stephen Chee went to Bali
Denpasar 13 July 2017
When the International Open of judo began, at the presence of the best au-

3

The island of Bali
Sengoku International Judo Hall
Gianjior – Bali
From the dojo of Shihan Steve Pritlove of
Wjjf/Wjjko, it is far above one hour in
the chaotic traffic, but organized Shihan
Tsuneo Sengoku (8° Dan Kodokan) is an
expert of traditional judo, uke for years of
the M° Katsuyoshi Takata (1900/1980)
who the Italians remember for his stage of
kata, in particular the KOSHIKI NO
KATA of the school kito ryu.
The first thing was the greeting of the
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masters Alfredo Vismara and Piero Comino and I was happy to talk about the
judo/ju jitsu which was the school Judo Kodokan – the house where the ancient
art is practiced.
We must return to the past to properly study kata. As was suggested by the
president IJF, Doct. Marius L. Vizer, who wants to take kata/judo to all the
countries which are part of the federations (200) and not only for the 20/30
countries which are actually participating in the competitions.
Judo is not only made of Shihan Touneo Sengoku’s medals, and because he
doesn’t want to close his dojo, and he wants to lead the spirit of Kano, he has
decided to sell his amour (yoroi) and the katana of his family.
We need to help Shihan Touneo Sengoku for continuing the “way”!.
Samurai is proposing a subscription in order to support the dojo in the jungle.
And it is not a euphemism.

Kasei Chikusen
The nature of flowers is the nature of bamboo
La Spezia 22 July 2017
A challenging Keiko that one proposed by Shihan Michele Julitta in the Dojo
at the Anna Frank
School of the Master Cozzani.
Over 30 different
levels of attendance,
including shihan
Francesco Palandri,
Italo Francucci and
Gianfranco Camerini, to name a few illustrious names, have characterized the
teaching of the techniques
Koden
Enshin Ryu - Gsb
Ha.
Batto shite, the
swords for the suemonogiri, etc., for
advanced and beginners.
In martial arts, budo, many people
feel that they are
important for the degree they got. “Try putting your finger in a glass of water
and count how long the hole closes. This is called humility!. This is budo”.
Suemonogiri - “traditional cut” for the ancient Japanese schools”: The suemonogiri of Enshin Ryu was not used to test a sword, and, unlike tameshigiri,

it was carried out on objects (such as bamboo and straw) that were not secured.
Suemonogiri was done as a practice for kaishaku: this was necessary because any
mistake while undertaking kaishaku was impermissible. Suemonogiri was also
conducted to demonstrate a warrior’s iaijutsu or kenjutsu skills to his lord, an in
special ceremonies at the castle or shrine.
A small informal challenge, ji dai, among Shihan Gianfranco Camerini who
passed the test of the two bamboos, united, against the 3 of Gsb
Merit ... of the shinken .. sharp sword, almost certainly!
Shike iemoto kaiji Gs Bertoletti

New entry

Today in Nepal we have a representation Wjjf / Wjjko 1976:
Nepal (WJJF) NKKDA (Nepal Kwanmukan Karate Do Association).
President and chief coach of shana janak subedi
6th Degree black belt

International MA Seminar in Spain
Dear Colleagues, On Saturday, July 15, 2017, we held in Toledo one of the
largest martial arts events in Spain, the Crème de la crème in martial artists
gathered to share their knowledge together.

A total of 12 Senior Sensei gathered
to receive Sensei Bruce R. Bethers,
who arrived from the USA. Sensei
Bethers is the President of the United
States Ju-Jitsu Federation (USJJF) and
WJJF-WJJKO Chairman for North
America..
Despite the heat, more than 100 people participated in the course, they
committed with their presence and
their desire to work with honor to the
call Budo. Once again, it was demon4
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strated that it is possible to work in harmony with different martial arts systems
without anyone wanting to take a lead role.
While some chose to rest the weekend, for others their priority was to train!
Best Wishes, Bruce
Bruce R. Bethers, President, USJJF, www.usjjf.org

Wjjc Open Jujitsu World Champioship
MINSK, CAPITAL of the REBUBLIC OF BELARUS,
29 NOV - 4 DEC 2017
Open to all styles of jujitsu and similar Martial Arts
GENERAL INFORMATION
Schedule:
Thursday 30 November - Arrival to Minsk
Friday 1 December
- Weighing (in the evening)
Saturday 2 December - Competition (possibility for weighing also in the
morning 08:00)
Sunday 3 December
- Looking at other competitions and activities
Monday 4 December
- Departure
Accommodation packages
Look the accommodation packakges from our website by following this link.
Additional information: http://www.wjjconfed.org/images/7t_img_information_package_minsk.pdf
The hotel packages are for 4 nights. It is also possible to come and leave earlier,
but every participant must take at least a 4 nights package. It is also possible to
book longer packages
(up to 7 nights)
Competition Venue
Minsk arena, http://www.wjjconfed.org/images/7t_img_information_package_minsk.pdf
Competition rules and weight categories:
http://www.wfjfightsport.com/images/hokutoryu_fighting_rules_2016_eng.pdf
Invitation letter (more details about the competition):
Invitation letters will be delivered to the teams and participants after registering.
Visas
Visas for all participants will be free of charge to obtain a visa one should contact the Organizing Committee not later than the 1st of September 2017.
Insurance policy
Each participant must have medical insurance policy valid on the territory of
the Republic of Belarus.
REGISTRATION
Sign up to the competition using our e-form. The e-form should be filled by an
official representative of the organization!
Fees

HQ WJJKO/WJJF
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All participants must choose a participation (accommodation) package. Each
package (A-D) includes full board accommodation, transportation between the
hotel and free entrance to the stadium. In addition, all fighters (only fighters)
must buy an ID-card for 30 EUR (includes medical assistance, free entrance to
ceremonies etc.). This will be charged together with the accommodation package.
For fighters, there is also competition fee which is á 60 EUR. This should be
paid during weighing by cash.
How to do the registration?
A) Registration for fighters who participate to the OPEN WORLD CUP
(fighters)
Team leaders register all fighters of the team by filling the registration form
The participation fee á 60 EUR (per fighter) must be paid by cash during
weighing
Team representatives shall book the accommodation packages for all the members of the team and 30 EUR ID-card per each: imgcinfo@163.com Tel/ +375
29 3328170. Please notice the deposit in amount 100 euro for each participant should be paid before 1 September 2017.
Flights to Minsk are not included in the above mentioned payments
Look the accommodation packages here
B) Registration for other team members than fighters (team leaders, coaches,
maintenance etc...)
Team representatives shall book the accommodation packages for all the other
members of the team imgcinfo@163.com - Tel/ +375 29 3328170
Flights to Minsk are not included in the above mentioned payments
For Info and more details: Chief Competition Organizer Kimmo Tenhunen
Telephone: +358 (0)400 402 385 Fax: +358 (0)9 693 3197 Email address:
kimmo@hokutoryu.com

Order of Security
New International Award for security professionals and law
enforcement specialists
In the history of mankind, the need for security has never been as urgent as it is
now, from the beginning of the 21st century. By the multiplication of security
risks and dangers, people’s sense of security is significantly reduced. Security is a
huge challenge for everyone and more important than ever before in the life of
individuals and societies, political activities of countries and different organizations at international and national level. More and more specialists are employed by the official law enforcement agencies and in the private security sphere around the world. And their number is expected to rise further in the near
future. So, the security profession rightly demands the recognition of exceptional performance and successful professional career in an official form at international level.
In 2015, upon the initiative of IBSSA, with the support of IAPA and other international security organizations, a new system of honours was established and
launched in order to recognise the outstanding performance of professionals
and corporates working in the field of security. In terms of spirit, this system
was registered as a non-profit, international association, in such an organizational structure like the knightly orders.
Name of the professional knight order: International Order of Knights of Security
Short name of the order: Order of Security
Abbreviation: O.S.
Composition of the governing body:
- renowned international experts and leaders of professional organizations have
been invited to be members of the jury, chaired by the Founding President.
Proposals for granting the award can be made by international or national security organizations and businesses.
The award consists of a 3-level grading system:
Level I.
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a./Shield of Security
b./Officer Shield of Security
c./Commander Shield of Security
Level I. awards can be given to companies or organisations working in the security profession, in addition to private individuals.
Level II.
d./ Star of Security – Level Bronze
e./ Star of Security – Level Silver
f./ Star of Security – Level Gold
These grades can only be given to private individuals.
Honours can be applied by submission forms. Recommendations for decoration received on the Internet will be awarded by the governing body following
the evaluation of the international jury, and after receiving the registration fee –
the diploma, the ID-card and the pin will be sent by post to the recipient of the
award.
In the first period the handover ceremony is organised by the promoter, then –
gradually – this role is taken over by the national organizations, that are already
formed by the awardees.
Those people who receive any of these six honours will become members of the
professional knightly order, i.e., the International Order of Knights of Security.
Level III.
g./ Silver Star of Security with Diamonds
h./ Gold Star of Security with Diamond
i./ Grand Cross Knight of Security
High achievements of Level III. can also be proposed and requested in the manner described above, which are already knightly titles. These decorations are received personally during the “Order of Security” Award Ceremony and Gala
Dinner (Ball) solemn events, to be held once a year. Patron of the award ceremony is the Sovereign Order of Cyprus, the elite knightly order of the Knights
of Sword and Silence.
From the registration fees – after deduction of all related costs – the remaining
amount is spent on professional training, particularly in the fields of security,
first aid and disaster relief, in accordance with the principles laid down in the
articles of association.
The decorated professionals, namely members of the International Order of
Knights of Security operate independently in the various countries on the basis
of the suggestions and instructions of the governing body, only for appointing
the national president requires the approval of the HQ. (In the first period, their
appointment is also the responsibility of the centre, for quick implementation and efficient operation.) For the members of the O.S. we do not intend to introduce
knightly capes. Wearing the decorations, i.e., the rendering symbols on elegant
suits or for ladies on occasional dresses and costumes, meets the wear and appearance appropriate to the rank of the medal of honour.
The organizers will soon be presenting the photos of the medals, the diploma
sample and the forms of application in several languages, (which can be sent online as well), these forms will include the symbolic registration fees of the various grades of awards.
Members
Grand Cross Knight (GCKS)
Col. Gen. Zoltán Dömötör (Hungary), Ret. Pol. Major General Valér Dános
(Hungary), Mr. Zoltán Hossó (Hungary), Dott. Andrea Bove (Italy), Mr. Petrica Tanase (Romania), Mr. Jovan Kovacic (Serbia), Mr. Elek Nagy (Hungary),
Dr. Antal Tamás Patai (Hungary), Dr. Sándor Varga (Hungary), Mr. Sándor
Berkes (Hungary), Prof. Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti (Italy), Mr. Janis Zep
(Latvia), Mr. László Fekete (Hungary), Dr. András Niklós (Hungary), Mr. Károly Klein (Hungary), Gen. Zsolt Pipicz (Hungary), Mr. Zoltán Horváth (Hungary), Mr. Jose Manuel Gonzalez Testino (Venezuela), Mr. Massimiliano Turi
(Italy), Mr. Tamás Török (USA), Mr. Tamás Kárpáti (Hungary), Dr. István Fodros (Hungary), Shihan Helder Nunes (Portugal), Sir Lubos MODRANSKY
(Slovakia), Sir Attila SZÖLL SI (Hungary)
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Gold Star with Diamonds (GSDKS)
Ret. Pol. Major General Béla Blaskó (Hungary), Pol. Col. Ern Krauzer (Hungary), Brig. Gen. Zoltán Schváb (Hungary), Mr. Gyula Gy ri (Hungary), Pol.
Brig. Gen. László Garamvölgyi (Hungary), Mr. Igor Khalevinsky (Russia), Dr.
László Csereklei (Hungary), Dott. Andrea Bove (Italy), Dott. Walter Rizzi
(Italy), Prof. Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti (Italy), Dott. Luigi Fiorentino (Italy),
Mr. Karl DelaGuerra (USA), Sensei Ronald Stewart Watt (Scotland), Mr. László Fekete (Hungary)
Silver Star with Diamonds (SSDKS)
Mr. Viktor Schváb (Hungary), Mr. Tamás Paukert (Hungary), Mr. Erik Galovtsik (Hungary), Mr. László Tímár (Hungary), Brig. Gen. Attila Riba (Hungary),
Mr. Orlando Mardner (U.K.)
Star of Security - Level Gold
Mr. Borivoj Mucaj (Serbia), Mr. Attila Budaházi (Hungary), MG. András
Czapáry Martincsevics (Hungary), Mr. Antal Kollár (Hungary), Mr. Werner
Tewes (Germany), Mr. Miklós Tulipán (Hungary)
Star of Security - Level Silver
Mr. Aleksandar Rajnovic (Serbia), Mr. Miklós Fischli (Hungary)
Commander Shield of Security
Ms. Erika Macsári (Hungary), Mrs. Éva Nagyné Balogh (Hungary), Mr. Miklós
Tóth (Hungary))
Officer Shield of Security
Ms. Jázmin Virág Milesz (Hungary), Mr. András Milesz (Hungary)
Shield of Security
Mr. Sándor Mátyás Milesz (Hungary)
Jury
International Order of Knights of Security is registered already in Florida as a
Non-Profit incorporation – for awarding national and international level and
education.
The Awarding Body will decide who can be awarded with any of the Decorations of “Order of Security”.
The following people are proposed members of the Committee:
The Board of OoS: (the board will approve the proposals for awards)
President: Prof. George POPPER – president of IBSSA and Executive Grand
Chancellor of the Order of Cyprus
Members: Gen. Antal KOLLÁR – coordinator and general secretary, Mr. Tamás
TÖRÖK – coordinator in the USA, Mr. Imtiaz ABDULLA – South Africa, Dr.
Robert BODOR – Slovakia – Europolice Federation, Mr. John BOKOTEY –
Ukraine, Dott. Andrea BOVE – Italy, Dr. Henrik BRANDT – Scandinavia,
Dr. Constantin BUZATU – Romania, Dr. Ronan CHATELLIER – France
Mr. Stephen CHEE – Singapore, Prince José COSMELLI – Portugal – Grand
Master of KMFAP, Mr. Karl DELAGUERRA – USA, Gen. Zoltán
DÖMÖTÖR – Hungary – President of National Guard, Dr. István FARKAS –
South-East Asia, Dr. István FODROS – Sao Tome and Principe – Teacher of
the Police Academy, Mr. Dmitry FONAREFF – Russia – President of the Russian Bodyguard Association, Mr. Kevin HORAK – Managing Director of
Clearwater Special Projects, Dr. Zoltán HOSSÓ – IAPA president, Dr. Branislav JOVCHEVSKI – Macedonia, H.E. Tadeusz KACZOR – Poland – Grand
Master of the International Order of St George the Martyr, Prof. Vladislav KIRILOVSKIY – Latvia, Prof. Rony KLUGER – Israel, Dr. Marko NICOVIC –
Serbia – President of WKC and representative of Police Chiefs Federation, Dr.
Dragan NIKOLIC – Montenegro, Dr. Tamás PAUKERT – President of the
Gyula Org. of IPA Hungary, Mr. Tony SCHIENA – USA, Mr. Samuel
STAFFORD – Trinidad and Tobago, Mr. Eddie STONE – Scotland/UK, Dr.
Bogdan VUKOSAVLJEVIC – Slovenia, Dr. Fritz WENDLAND – Germany,
Mr. Krisztian ZERKOWITZ – Belgium, Dr. Miki VARGA – USA – Official
Notary, Mr. Adam POPPER – Secretary – Webmaster
After there will be some people already awarded, they will be automatically
members of the International Order of Knights of Security.
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International Calendar
29-30 September and 1 October Gaeta Italy stage Fesik-Koden
Enshin Ryu
6-8 October Germany Schwabisch Gmund
27-29 October Budapest Hungary seminar ju jitsu
3-4 November: Bruxelles stage organized by Kyoshi Charles

HQ WJJKO/WJJF
VIA SISMONDI 22 - 20133 MILANO ITALY
Tel. 0039 335220954 - 0039 02 97162878 Fax 0039 02 89879982
e-mail: wjjko@publicationspromotion.it
sito: www.publicationspromotion.it –
WWW.WJJF-WJJKO.COM

Damhaut
5 November: Holland stage organized by Shihan Dirk Klok
20 November - 4 December Misk Belarus 7th international
Martial Arts Games
9-10 December Hungary Koden seminar
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